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Wednesday July 1st 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected the rally was confused with ES dropping to its StdDev MA low  and 
rallying to its TTT Ma  and Penetration High just to decline to yesterday’s high. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue, however being above the BDL anything 
could happen. 

 

 



Thursday July 2nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied to their about their TTT MA Penetration levels then a confused decline 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room to reach the TTT MA level, however  we are passed the TTT 
level. Therefore the rally could start at any time. 

 

 



Friday July 3rd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did manage to reach some level before bouncing back. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Markets may try to retest today’s low before the real rally starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday July 6th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets did continue their rally but it did get confused at some point. NQ was the 
leader at the start but it too got confused. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. TTT Recap MA still has room to go  and since we did close near the highs of the 
day, momentum should take markets higher before the decline starts   

 

 



Tuesday July 7th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As expected momentum did take markets higher before the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets are already past TTT levels and aiming for TTT MA levels. Having said 
that the rally could start at any time  

 

 

 



Wednesday July 8th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined overnight and then rallied. However markets retested the overnight 
low during the day session then the real rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets have room to go to reach their TTT MA levels, and momentum may 
help to get them there.  

 

 



Thursday July 9th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. ES did rally higher to its Penetration level after witch a confused day started testing 
its Violation low and restarted the rally again. The best trade was to short the third retest of the overnight 
high. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Now we have 2 of the 4 markets that are below their BDL. Therefore most likely 
the strong ones will bring the weak ones back above.  

 

 



Friday July 10th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets were very confused with markets retesting their BDL, then rallied to 
Penetration levels. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.   

 

 



Monday July 13th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Again an AMAZING TTT day. We had to wait till 2PM eastern to finally get the decline 
that took the markets below Friday’s high.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed near the lows of the day, Momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.    

 

 



Tuesday July 14th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested yesterday’s low a few times and finally rallied. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Hopefully the confusion is over and the rally will continue.  

 

 

 



Wednesday July 15th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Some confusion was around as ES reached TTT MA Penetration then the decline 
started, however support was found at yesterday’s high and a new rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline.   

 

 



Thursday July 16th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. ES retested TTT PL 8 times  and every one of these trades were good for 10 points 
That was a great day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We are probably in for some confusion.  

 

 

 



Friday July 17th 2020 

Today was  Sell day. Markets did continue their rally but in a confused way. 

Monday will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday July 20th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally And surpassed many levels. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.   

 

 

 



Tuesday July 21st 2020 

Today was a Buy day. It took a while but ES finally produced a decline for the day session.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We could be in for more confusion.  

 

 

 



Wednesday July 22nd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected it was a confused day. Markets retested yesterday’s low  and then rallied 
again to reach close to yesterday’s high. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room to reach TTT MA goals, however the decline could start at any 
time.  

 

 



Thursday July 23rd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets and specially ES traded a perfect TTT day. During the day session ES tested 
the PH  and produced 2 great trades. 1st 20 points and second 50 points.  

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue, however the rally could start at any 
time.  

 

 



Friday July 24th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets reached their Violation levels then a confused rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Based on today’s confusion, I would expect more of the same. 

Have a great weekend  

 

 



Monday July 27th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested Friday’s low and then a rally started. The day session opened with a 
gap and TVGR took over. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. ES is above its Recap target but has room to go for the Recap MA target. 
Having said that the decline could start at any time.  

 

 



Tuesday July 28th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets tested their Previous day high and failed. Then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.   

 

 

 



Wednesday July 29th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets tested yesterday’s low during the overnight session, then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Recap levels  have been reached but we still have room for the Recap MA to 
go. Having said that we could be in for a confused day. 

 

 

 



Thursday July 30th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested yesterday’s lows and finally the real rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue. Momentum should help that situation, 
However the decline could start at any time.  

 

 

 



Friday July 31st 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets tried to retest their BDL and failed, then a new rally started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Having closed on the high of the day, momentum may take markets higher before 
the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.   

 



Monday August 3rd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did produce a decline for the 24 hours session but most failed in the day 
session. Having said that it was not a convincing rally. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. I would not be surprised that the confused rally of today would not negate the 
missed decline of today before the real rally starts. 

 

 



Tuesday August 4th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Typical confused Sell day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed on the high’s for the day, momentum could take markets higher 
before the decline starts.   

 

 

 



Wednesday August 5th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As expected momentum did take markets higher and TVGR took over for the day 
session which made the decline very confused. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for the decline to continue.   

 

 



Thursday August 6th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected markets did penetrated yesterday’s high before the decline started. 
Then once some reached their Standard Deviation Violation high, the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Some markets are above the Recap level but short of the Recap MA level. 
Therefore the rally has Room to go.  

 

 



Friday August 7th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused with ES retesting yesterday’s high many times and failed. 

Monday will be a SS day. Since markets closed on the highs Momentum may take markets higher before 
the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 



Monday August 10th 2020 

Today was a SS day. This was a very confused day. RTY and YM rallied while the other 2 were up and 
down all day. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline.  

 

 



Tuesday August 11th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. What an amazing Buy Day. YM didn't want to come down all day but in late afternoon, It 

finally decline and now all 4 produced a decline for the day time session. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets may try to retest today’s low before the real rally starts.  

 

 

 



Wednesday August 12th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. ES tested its PH(Previous day High) and failed a few times. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the 3 day rally to continue, however the decline could start at 
any time. 

 

 



Thursday August 13th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Once ES tested yesterday’s high, the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue.  

 

 

 



Friday August 14th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. ES retested yesterday’s high and the all of them declined. Once NQ reached its PL 
and the others were at Violation levels then a rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. There is room for the rally to continue, however confusion may set in 

Have a great weekend  

 



Monday August 17th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused as NQ made new all-time highs  YM was going lower and ES 
was just stable. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue, however the decline could start at 
anytime.  

 

 



Tuesday August 18th 2020 

Today was a SS day. ES was confused with 1st reaching TTT Deviation Low MA, then retesting Yesterday’s 
low, only to reached back the high of the day. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

 

 



Wednesday August 19th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take ES higher to reach it’s Pen Low Level, then the decline started 
and found support at it’s PL (Previous Low) Level. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Having closed on the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.  

 

 



Thursday August 20th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Momentum did take markets lower before the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Only RTY need to get back above yesterday’s low, then anything goes.  

 

 

 



Friday August 21st 2020 

Today was a SS day. All rallied to pull RTY up to get back above its BDL, however it failed for the day 
session while the other 3 managed to produce a positive 3 day rally. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Having closed near the highs of the day, Momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts 

Have a great weekend.   

 



Monday August 24th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. YM and ES missed to produce a decline for the day session only as TVGR took 
effect. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is room for the rally to continue.   

 

 

 



Tuesday August 25th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. It started in a confused way, however the rally did continue. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed near the highs of the day, Momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts.   

 

 

 



Wednesday August 26th 2020 

Today was a SS day. NQ opened the day session with a gap and TVGR took over and kept going up all day, 
dragging the others up. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets up before the decline starts.   

 

 

 



Thursday August 27th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did manage to produce some kind of decline in both Globex and Day 
session. However it was a confused day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We may be in for more confusion. 

 

 

 



Friday August 28th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets were confused but did managed to push the rally forward. 

Monday will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue before the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday August 31st 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets were confused as NQ was under TVGR all day, while the others tried to 
decline but were confused. However NQ finally started its decline late in the day as it reached its TTT MA 
level. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. A good part of the decline is in place for all except NQ. We could be in for a 
confused day.  

 

 



Tuesday September 1st 2020 

Today was a Buy day. ES tested its PL and failed. Then the rally started And couldn’t stop at NQ was again 
on TVGR. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. NQ is near its target therefore we could be in for a confused day.   

 

 

 



Wednesday September 2nd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. ES got on TVGR and rallied all day to a new high and dragged the others with it. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed near the highs of the day, momentum may take markets higher 
before the decline starts. 

 

 

 



Thursday September 3rd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets were some kind of stable overnight, but in the later part on the night session 
started to decline and once the day session opened, TVGR took over and the real decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets may retest today’s low before the rally starts.   

 

 

 



Friday September 4th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Momentum did take markets lower but once YM reached its maximum Violation level, 
the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Markets have nearly reached their TTT MA levels, therefore we could be in for a 
confused day. 

Have a great weekend.   

 



Monday September 7th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were slow due to the holiday but the rally did continue. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. The last minute decline may continue tomorrow.  

 

 

 



Tuesday September 8th 2020 

Today was a SS day. TVGR took over and markets kept declining. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts.  

 

 

 



Wednesday September 9th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets reached their Violation levels last night at the open then the rally started. 
During the day session TVGR was in effect. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are around their target levels, therefore we could get a confused day. 

Tonight’s numbers are based on the December contract.  

 



Thursday September 10th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets retested yesterday’s high and failed then a decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the 3 day rally to continue. However if we don’t rally overnight, 
as long as we open above yesterday’s low for the day session, then anything can happen. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Friday September 11th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Some markets reached their TTT MA level then a decline started only to rebound on 
the BDL. 

Monday will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Monday September 14th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. The gap up at the opening last night did create TVGR on the overnight session. 
However the day session did manage to have a small decline also. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day.  We should be in for a confused day 

 

 

 



Tuesday September 15th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied to their Penetration levels before reversing. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Today’s late day decline could continue.  

 

 

 



Wednesday September 16th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied to their Penetration levels then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue, before the rally starts.  

 

 

 



Thursday September 17th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and reached the Maximum Violation levels before the confused rally 
started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Confusion may continue.  

 

 



Friday September 18th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected confusion was here and all markets tested their Violation levels before a 
new rally started. 

Monday will be a SS day. There is plenty of room for the rally to continue, however if we open on Monday 
morning day session above the BDL, then all bets are off and the decline could start at any time. 

Have a great weekend.   

 



Monday September 21st 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did produce a Positive 3 day rallyt for the Globex session. However only NQ 
managed to back above its BDL for the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Late day momentum may take the late day rally to get the others above the 
previous BDL, which would negate the failure 

 

 



Tuesday September 22nd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined and reached their TTT levels then the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in place which could make for a confusing day.  

 

 

 



Wednesday September 23rd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Yesterday’s rally continued to their Penetration levels. After which a new decline 
started  and now all markets are below yesterday’s low. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Based on averages we have good odds of getting back above yesterday’s low. 

 

 

 



Thursday September 24th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As mentioned last night we had good odds of getting back above the BDL. Well it took 
a while but they did it and proved the power of TTT. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the late decline too continue.    

 

 

 



Friday September 25th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined to their TTT MA level and then the rally started and reached TTT 
Range MA level. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Markets are already above their MA target level, therefore we could be in for a 
confused day. 

Have a great weekend.  

 



Monday September 28th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets rallied hard and closed on the highs of the day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Tuesday September 29th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did reach some Penetration levels during the overnight session, then the 
decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue before the rally starts. 

 

 



Wednesday September 30th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Well markets rallied to some Penetration levels before the decline started. However 
once they reached Violation levels, a new rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The rally had surpassed tomorrow’s levels before pulling back, therefore we 
could be in for a confusing day.   

 

 



Thursday October 1st 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets tested PH  and some Penetration levels many time before some confused 
decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. The confusion could continue through the day.  

 

 



Friday October 2nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets produced a confused decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday October 5th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets Gaped up at the open last night and TVGR took over. The day session most 
failed to produce a decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets are between TTT and TTT MA levels which could make for a confused 
day.    

 

 



Tuesday October 6th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused and reached some Violation level then a new decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed below the BDL, we have good odds to get back above. However 
having said that momentum may take markets lower be for that rally happens 

 

 

 



Wednesday October 7th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did go lower and reached yesterday’s low then the rally started and reached 
its TTT MA level. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 



Thursday October 8th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets did manage to produce a small decline except ES for the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is room for the markets to continue their rally.  

 

 

 



Friday October 9th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Momentum and TVGR were big factors and markets just kept going higher and 
surpassed all levels. 

Monday will be a SS day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.   

 

 



Monday October 12h 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally and surpassed all levels before a mini decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. In principle we are looking for some kind of decline. Will the mini decline 
continue or will we retest today’s high before the real decline starts. That is the question.  

 

 

 



Tuesday October 13h 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined overnight and reached TTT level. Then ES rallied to test 
yesterday’s high and failed and a new declined started which met support at yesterday’s day session low.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Based on late day action we could retest today’s low before the real rally starts. 

 

 



Wednesday October 14h 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets did retest yesterday’s low. And failed to rally. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed below yesterday’s low, we do have good odds of getting back 
above yesterday’s low.  

 

 



Thursday October 15th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did go lower before trying to get back to their BDL. Only RTY made it. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Markets may try to negate the failure by reaching this cycle BDL before the 
decline starts 

 

 

 



Friday October 16th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As mentioned last night, we needed to get back above last cycle BDL before the 
decline started and negate the previous cycle failure. Well as soon as NQ reached and ES reached TTT 
MAp the decline started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Momentum may take markets lower before the rally starts. 

Have a great weekend.   

 



Monday October 19th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets gaped up last night and this morning. However the markets reversed and 
declined all day. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Having closed below yesterday’s low, we have good odds of at least get back to 
those levers.  

 

 



Tuesday October 20th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As expected markets did make it to their BDL and when NQ made it to the tick 
markets started their decline. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. There is room for the decline to continue before the rally starts. 

 

 

 



Wednesday October 21st 2020 

Today was a Buy day. It was a very confused day reaching TTT Deviation High MA levels then declining to 
TTT Deviation low level only to rally back up again to the same level and again retesting the low again. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We could be in for more confusion.  

 

 



Thursday October 22nd 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets were confused by first dropping to their Violation level and then 
the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be s SS day. Momentum should take markets higher before the decline starts.   

 

 

 



Friday October 23rd 2020 

Today was a SS day. It was more of a confused than expected. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the real decline starts. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday October 26th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined hard and surpassed all levels. Weird info is that ES the bounce was 
off Friday’s MA violation level. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. There is room for the late day rally to continue. 

 

 



Tuesday October 27th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets tried to rally higher and nearly reached TTT Ma levels, but failed then a 
decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. The late day decline may continue. However markets need to open the day 
session above their BDL 

 

 



Wednesday October 28th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did produce a positive 3 day rally for the Globex session but all except NQ 
failed the day session as TVGR did set in. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. The decline is already exceeded therefore the rally could start at anytime. 
Having said that since we did close near the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower before the 
rally starts. 

 



Thursday October 29th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets tested yesterday’s low and then started to rally. However the rally was 
confused. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. The confusion may continue.  

 

 



Friday October 30th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused and finally bounced off their Violation low.  

Monday will be a SS day. All but NQ are back above yesterday’s low. Odds are all will open the day session 
above these lows. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday November 2nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. When NQ reached yesterday’s low and ES closed the gap markets reversed. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline.  

 

 

 



Tuesday November 3rd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. The 24 hour session did manage to produce a decline but all but NQ failed to decline 
for the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Markets may try to negate the failure by doing the decline then rallying.  

 

 

 



Wednesday November 4th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Well there was no negating and the rally just continued and surpassed all levels. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. Markets are above most levels already. Therefore the decline could start at 
anytime.   

 

 

 



Thursday November 5th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets continued their rally but it was in a confused way. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for some kind of decline.  

 

 

 



Friday November 6th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Once ES declined to its target TTT MA markets reversed and the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. Markets could be in for a confused day as we are in between the 2 targets. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday November 9th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected we did get a confused day.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. We could be looking for the decline that started today to continue.  

 

 

 



Tuesday November 10th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets were confused probably because NQ failed to get back above the BDL. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We could be in for more confusion as NQ may try to negate that failure.  

 

 

 



Wednesday November 11th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. As expected NQ did continue to rally in order to negate the failure of the last cycle.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day. We should be looking for the rally to continue but it could be very confused. 

 

 

 



Thursday November 12th 2020 

 

 

 

 

 



Friday November 13th 2020 

Today was a SS day. As expected all markets did make it back above their BDL in both sessions. 

Monday will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to some kind of decline. 

Have a great weekend.  

 

 



Monday November 16th 2020 

Today was a Buy Day.  All markets managed to produce a decline during a 24 hour session however only 
NQ managed to do one during the day session.   

Tomorrow will be a Sell Day. Based on today’s bullish action we should be looking for the market to continue 
rallying, however it could be in a confused manner.      

 

 



Tuesday November 17th 2020 

Today was a Sell Day.  ES and YM tested yesterday’s Low and failed.  Then a new rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS Day.  There is room for the rally to continue, however the decline could start at any 
time. 

 

 

 



Wednesday November 18th 2020 

Today was a SS Day.  Markets retested the Buy Day Low and rallied to TTT level. Then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day.  Having closed near the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower 
before the rally starts.   

 

 

 



Thursday November 19th 2020 

Today was a Buy Day.  Markets declined to their violation levels overnight and retested during the day 
session, then the rally started.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell Day.  A good part of the rally is in place.  Therefore we could be looking at a 
confused day. 

 

 



Friday November 20th 2020 

Today was a Sell Day.  Markets retested yesterday’s High and failed to go higher.  Then they retested 
yesterday’s Low.  

Monday will be a SS Day.  Momentum may take markets lower before the real rally starts.   

Have a great weekend.  

 



Monday November 23rd 2020 

Today was a SS Day. The markets were acting in a confused way. Once NQ retested a BDL the rally 
started.   

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day.  Today’s late day decline may continue. 

 

 

 



Tuesday November 24th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets didn’t even try to go lower and all of them failed to produce a decline for the 
day session. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. A good part of the rally is in place which could make for a confused day. 

 

 



Wednesday November 25th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Markets were confused as ES nearly reached its TTT MA level, then a new decline 
started.  

Tomorrow will be a SS day. As long as we stay above the BDL for the day session, the decline could 
continue. 

 

 



Thursday November 26th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets did rally at the starts of the Globex session, then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Having closed near the lows of the day, momentum may take markets lower. 

 

 

 



Friday November 27th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets retested yesterday’s low and failed. Then the rally started. 

Monday will be a Sell day. We should be looking for today’s rally to continue, but it may be in a confused 
way. 

Have a great weekend. 

 



Monday November 30th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. What a perfect month end window dressing on a Sell day. Talk about confusion. 

Tomorrow will be a SS day. There is room for the late day rally to continue.  

 

 

 



Tuesday December 1st 2020 

Today was a SSD.  As predicted in last night’s report the late rally continued and reached penetration levels 
before the decline started.  

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day.  There is room for the decline to continue.  

 

 

 



Wednesday December 2nd 2020 

Today was a Buy day. Markets declined overnight and once the day session started NQ reversed at 
yesterday’s low while ES reversed at the overnight low. Then the rally started. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Momentum should take markets higher, however it could be in a confused 
manner. 

 

 



Thursday December 3rd 2020 

Today was a Sell Day.  As expected, markets tried to go higher in a confused manner and failed.   

Tomorrow will be a SS Day. There is still room for the rally to continue, however the decline could start at 
any time.  

 

 

 



Friday December 4th 2020 

Today was a SS day. All of the US indices Future instruments produces new all-time highs before some king 
of late day decline started. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline continues. 

Have a great weekend. 

 



Monday December 7th 2020 

Today was a Buy Day.  Markets did manage to produce a decline but it was confused because NQ barely 
produced a decline for the day. 

Tomorrow will be a Sell Day.  Today’s confusion should continue.   

 

 

 



Tuesday December 8th 2020 

Today was a Sell Day.  Once ES retested its Day Session BDL the rally started. 

Tomorrow will be a SS Day. A good part of the rally is already in place therefore the decline could start at 
any time.  

 

 

 



Wednesday December 9th 2020 

Today was a SS Day. The markets retested its overnight High and the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day.  The momentum may take the markets lower before the rally starts.   

 

 

 



Thursday December 10th 2020 

Today was a Buy Day.  Momentum did take markets lower and as they reached their Violations level, the 
rally started.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell Day.  Since part of the rally is already in, we could be in for a confused day.  

Tonight’s report is based on the new 03-21 contract. 

 

 



Friday December 11th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected markets were confused and retested their BDL; then the rally started. 
 
Monday will be a SS day. As long as Markets open above their BDL, then anything goes. 
 
Have a great weekend. 

 

 



Monday December 14th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied to their Penetration levels, then the decline started. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy Day. ES is at its TTTMA target level, momentum could take markets lower before 
the rally starts. 

 

 

 



Tuesday December 15th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. ES tested yesterday’s low and failed. Then the rally started. Day session’s gap 
stayed powerful and didn’t get closed. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Since the rally is already in, momentum may take the markets higher before the 
confusion sets in.  

 

 



Wednesday December 16th 2020 

Today was a Sell day.  As expected momentum did take markets higher before the confusion set in. 
 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. ES is in between the 2 targets, therefore the decline could start at any time. 

 

 

 



Thursday December 17th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets barely produced a decline however the rally was confused. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking forward to a decline. 

 

 

 



Friday December 18th 2020 

Today was a Buy day. We were expecting a decline and got it. But once we reached TTT Violation levels, 
the rally started 
 
Monday will be a Sell day. Based on today’s action, we could be in for a confused day. 

Have a great weekend. 

 

 



Monday December 21st 2020 

Today was a Sell day. Once the markets declined below their BDL during the overnight session, markets 
had to rally back above and they did. 
 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. As long as markets open above their BDL, then anything goes. 

 

 

 



Tuesday December 22nd 2020 

Today was a SS day. As expected, once we opened above the BDL anything could happen. Well, we really 
got a confused day. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Buy day. We should be looking for a decline. 
 

 
 
 
 
 



Wednesday December 23rd 2020 

Today was a Buy Day.  The overnight markets produced a decline that reached the TTT Violation level.  
Then a rally started.  The Day session gapped up and took all day to finally close the gap in the last minutes 
of trading. 
 
Tomorrow will be a Sell day. Most likely the rally will continue but we could be in for some confusion.  

 

 



Thursday December 24th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. We did get the expected confusion. 

Monday will be a SS day. There is room for the rally to continue, however as long as Markets open above 
yesterday’s low for the day session, then anything goes. 

Have a great Merry Christmas Weekend.  

 



Monday December 28th 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets rallied hard as TVGR did set in for the day session. 

Tomorrow will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts.  

 

 

 



Tuesday December 29th 2020 

Today was a Buy day.  The momentum took the markets higher before the decline started.  Markets did 
reach some TTT level then some kind of rally started.  

Tomorrow will be a Sell day.  The confusion could continue.   

 

 

 



Wednesday December 30th 2020 

Today was a Sell day. As expected the confusion did continue. When some of the markets reached their 
TTT levels a new decline started. 
 
Tomorrow will be a SS day. Month end/Year end window dressing should keep the confusion going. 

 

 

 



Thursday December 31st 2020 

Today was a SS day. Markets started very confused but the window dressing created a last minute rally. 

Monday will be a Buy day. Momentum may take markets higher before the decline starts. 

Happy New Year to all and your families 

 

 



Monday January 1st 2021 

 

 

 

 


